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Abstract

Video monitoring and safety systems have been used to

keep track of hostiles, conduct border control operations as

well as to monitor the suspicious entities in public spaces.

However, these systems are inadequate for the monitoring

of large crowds due to the limited field of view of cam-

eras. This paper introduces the Aerial Suspicious Analysis

(ASANA) System for the Identification and Re-Identification

of suspicious Individuals in large public areas using the

Bayesian ScatterNet Hybrid (BSH) Network. The BSH net-

work first estimates the human pose in each frame. Next, a

batch of frames is used by the Bayesian 3D ResNext to iden-

tify individuals with suspicious postures. The system can

also re-identify the identified suspicious individuals as they

tend to move after committing the suspicious event. The pro-

posed architecture is advantageous as it can learn meaning-

ful representations quickly using the ScatterNet with fewer

labelled examples. This is of great importance as real-life

annotated training samples are hard to collect, especially

for these applications. The pose estimation, suspicious in-

dividual identification, and re-identification performance of

the proposed framework is compared with the state-of-the-

art techniques. The proposed dataset is also made public

which may encourage other researchers who are interested

in using the deep learning technique for aerial visual crowd

monitoring.

1. Introduction

Due to the significant rise of criminal activities in recent

years, law enforcement agencies have been motivated to use

automated video monitoring systems to identify suspicious

activities. Several such automated systems have been devel-

oped in the past to monitor abandoned objects (bags) [11],

theft [4], violent activities [7], etc.
Li et al. [11] developed a video monitoring system to de-

tect abandoned objects using Gaussian mixture models and

Support Vector Machine. Their system detected the objects

of interest with an accuracy of 84.44%. Such systems can

be vital for the identification of abandoned bags in public

areas, which may contain bombs. Chuang et al. [4] de-

veloped a system to detect robberies using ratio histogram

and a finite state machine. The system has been proven

to be useful at automatic teller machines (ATMs) and has

successfully identified 96% cases of theft. Goya et al. [7]

presented a public safety system (PSS) for automatic detec-

tion of crimes such as purse snatching, child kidnapping and

fighting using distance, velocity, and area to determine the

human behavior. This system performed with an accuracy

of around 85%.
The above systems have been very successful in detect-

ing and reporting various criminal activities. Despite this,

these systems are unable to monitor large areas due to the

limited field of view of the cameras. Governments have re-

cently deployed drones to invigilate vast territories to track

hostiles in war zones, to spy on drug cartels [14], conduct

border control operations [25] etc. One or more soldiers

usually pilot these drones for long durations which makes

these systems prone to mistakes due to human fatigue.
A handful of autonomous aerial systems have recently

been introduced to overcome this challenge. Kumar et

al. [10] proposed a real-time system to track moving ob-

jects in aerial videos using different image-processing tech-

niques. Layne et al. [10] introduced an offline framework



Figure 1. Illustration presents the suspicious activities from the introduced ASIIR dataset namely (clockwise from top) (i) Strangling, (ii)

Pushing, (iii) Sword Fighting.

to re-identify manually selected humans in videos recorded

from a drone. Surya et al. [15] proposed an offline UAV

framework to detect suspicious humans in public areas with

an accuracy of 76%. Most recently, Singh et al [24]. intro-

duced the aerial violent individual recognition system. This

system can identify violent individuals with an average ac-

curacy of 79%. The performance of these autonomous sys-

tems is inferior as compared to the performance of ground

surveillance systems (∼75% vs. ∼90%). An ideal system

should be able to identify and re-identify persons of interest

in real-time with reasonable accuracy.
This paper introduces the real-time Aerial Suspicious

Analysis (ASANA) System for the Identification and Re-

Identification of suspicious individuals in large public

crowds using the proposed Bayesian ScatterNet Hybrid

(BSH) Network. The 4k resolution video recorded by the

drone is first decomposed into frames. The BSH network

then extracts the humans and estimates their poses using

the ScatterNet Hybrid Part Affinity Fields (SH-PAF) Net-

work constructed by replacing the first convolutional, relu

and pooling layers of the Part Affinity Fields (PAFs) net-

work [1] with the hand-crafted ScatterNet [20] as shown in

Fig. 3. The poses are then used to identify suspicious (Fig.

1) individuals using the Bayesian 3D ResNext [5] with un-

certainty estimates. The features obtained from the deeper

layer of the BSH network are also used to perform one-to-

one person re-identification.
The novelties of the proposed BSH network are detailed

below:

• Rapid learning with ScatterNet and Structural Pri-

ors: The proposed SH-PAF network is constructed

by with the hand-crafted ScatterNet (front-end) that

extracts translation, rotation, and scale invariant low-

level edge features from the input images (similar to

the replaced layer). These features can be used by the

PAF (back-end) network to learn more complex fea-

tures from the start of learning as the edges are already

present, resulting in accelerated training. The Scatter-

Net invariant features are particularly useful for this

application as the human can appear at different loca-

tions, orientations, and scales. The training of the PAF

network is further accelerated by initializing the filter

weights with structural priors learned (unsupervised)

using the PCANet [3] framework (Fig. 3). The initial-

ization with priors also reduces the need for sizeable

labeled training datasets for effective training which is

especially advantageous for this task or other applica-

tions [19, 8] as it can be expensive and time-consuming

to generate keypoint annotations.

• Bayesian Uncertainty: The proposed network uses

dropout at test time to make several predictions. These

predictions are then used to compute the mean and

standard deviation which can aid the user in deciding

if a certain prediction can be trusted.

• Suspicious Individuals Re-identification: The fea-

tures obtained from the deeper layer of the BSH net-

work are also used to perform one-to-one suspicious

person re-identification. This is important for a safety

and security system as the suspicious individuals may

disappear and then reappear (without necessarily per-

forming the suspicious activity) in subsequent images.

• Real-time Processing: The proposed system per-

forms the computation and memory demanding sus-

picious individual identification and re-identification

processes on the cloud while keeping short-term navi-

gation onboard. This allows the system to identify sus-

picious individuals in real-time.

• Aerial Suspicious Individuals Identification and Re-

identification (ASIIR) Dataset: The paper proposes

ASIIR dataset that contains images with humans en-

gaged in different suspicious activities (Section 2)

recorded at different variations of scale, position, il-

lumination, blurriness, etc. The dataset is collected

such that it is suitable for human re-identification task

with suspicious individuals appearing, disappearing

and reappearing (without necessarily performing the

suspicious activity) in subsequent images. This dataset

may encourage researchers interested in using deep

learning for aerial safety and security applications.

The pose estimation, individuals identification, and re-

identification performance of the system is compared with



the state-of-the-art techniques.
The paper is divided into the following sections. Section

2 presents the introduced ASIIR dataset while Section 3 in-

troduces the proposed ASANA system. Section 4 details the

experimental results and Section 5 concludes this research.

2. Aerial Suspicious Individuals Identification

and Re-identification (ASIIR) Dataset

This paper proposes a labelled aerial suspicious indi-

viduals identification and re-identification (ASIIR) dataset

which is used by the proposed system to identify suspicious

individuals. The dataset comprises of 2000 images with

each image containing more than 50 persons. The dataset

in total consists of 108570 humans with 51240 (48%) en-

gaged in one or more of the six suspicious activities such as

(i) Strangling, (ii) Punching, (iii) Kicking, (iv) Shooting (v)

Stabbing and (vi) Sword fighting. Each person in the aerial

image is annotated with 18 key-points which are used by the

network as labels to estimate pose as shown in Fig. 2. The

activities are performed by 25 subjects between the ages of

18-25 years. The images are recorded from the Parrot AR.

Drone 2.0 at four heights of 50m, 100m, 150m and 200m

(m: meters). The dataset is suitable for re-identification

problem since the images are captured such that a person or

more currently in a frame would be out of the frame later be-

cause of the moving drone and then the person(s) re-appear

in the subsequent frame due to (1) Re-spotting by moving

drone, (2) Drone increases field-of-view by flying upward

and hence the person(s) re-appearing in the frames.
The suspicious person identification and re-identification

tasks from these aerial images is an extremely challeng-

ing task as these images can be affected by variation in

illumination, shadows, poor resolution, and blurring. The

persons can also appear at different locations, orientations,

and scales. The proposed dataset includes images with the

above-detailed variations since they can significantly alter

the appearance of the humans and affect the performance of

the surveillance systems. The BSH network, when trained

on the dataset with these variations, can learn to model them

and recognize suspicious humans in spite of such variations.

3. Aerial Suspicious Analysis (ASANA) System

This section introduces the Aerial Suspicious Analysis

(ASANA) System which first uses the proposed Bayesian

ScatterNet Hybrid (BSH) Network for first human pose es-

timation using the ScatterNet Hybrid Part Affinity Fields

(SH-PAF) Network followed by the classification of indi-

viduals as suspicious or non-suspicious using the Bayesian

3D ResNet. The ScatterNet features are also used to per-

form re-identification of the recognized suspicious individ-

uals. The system uses cloud computation to achieve the

identification and re-identification in real-time. Each part

of the ASANA system is explained in the following sub-

Figure 2. The figure (left) illustrates the 18 anatomical keypoints

annotated in the dataset. The description of the keypoint is as:

Head region (cyan): P1-right ear, P2-right eye, P3-left eye, P4-left

ear, P5-nose, P6-Neck; Arm region (red): P7-right shoulder, P8-

right elbow, P9-right wrist, P10-left shoulder, P11-left elbow, P12-

left wrist; Leg region (green): P13-right hip, P14-right knee, P15-

right ankle, P16-left hip, P17-left knee, P18-left ankle. The figure

(right) shows the Parrot AR Drone 2.0 which is used to capture the

images in the dataset and close-ups of a few keypoints

sections.

3.1. ScatterNet Hybrid Part Affinity Fields

This section details the proposed ScatterNet Hybrid Part

Affinity Fields (SH-PAF) Network, inspired from Singh et

al.’s work in [21, 22, 19, 23], composed by combining the

hand-crafted (front-end) two-layer parametric log Scatter-

Net [20] with the pruned Parts Affinity Fields (PAFs) [2]

network (back-end) as shown in Fig. 3. The ScatterNet ac-

celerates the learning of the SH-PAF network by extracting

invariant edge-based features which allow the network to

learn complex features from the start of the learning [21].

The pruned PAF also uses structural priors to expedite the

training as well as reduce the dependence on the annotated

datasets. The ScatterNet (front-end) and pruned Parts Affin-

ity Fields (PAF) are presented below.

ScatterNet (front-end): The parametric log based Scat-

terNet [20] is a two-layer hand-crafted network which ex-

tracts translation, rotation, and scale invariant feature rep-

resentations from multi-resolution images obtained at 1.5

times and twice the size of the input image. Below we

present the formulation of the parametric ScatterNet for a

single input image which may then be applied to each of

the multi-resolution images.
The invariant features are obtained at the first layer by

filtering the input image or signal x with dual-tree com-

plex wavelets (better than cosine transforms [9]) ψj,r at dif-

ferent scales (j) and six pre-defined orientations (r) fixed

to 15◦, 45◦, 75◦, 105◦, 135◦ and 165◦. To build a more

translation invariant representation, a point-wise L2 non-

linearity (complex modulus) is applied to the real and imag-



Figure 3. Key-point detection pipeline: The illustration shows the location of all P1-P18 keypoints generated as heatmaps by the part

affinity fields deep regression convolutional network. The keypoints are overlaid and a skeleton connecting them is formed as shown in the

right. The outputs of two branches of the network, Part Confidence Maps and Part Affinity Fields (PAF), are also shown.

inary part of the filtered signal:

U [λm=1] = |x ⋆ ψλ1
| =

√

|x ⋆ ψa
λ1
|2 + |x ⋆ ψb

λ1
|2 (1)

The parametric log transformation layer is then applied to

all the oriented representations extracted at the first scale

j = 1 with a parameter kj=1, to reduce the effect of outliers

by introducing relative symmetry of pdf [20], as shown be-

low:

U1[j] = log(U [j] + kj), U [j] = |x ⋆ ψj |, (2)

Next, a local average is computed on the envelope

|U1[λm=1]| that aggregates the coefficients to build the de-

sired translation-invariant representation:

S1[λm=1] = |U1[λm=1]| ⋆ φ2J (3)

The high frequency components lost due to smoothing are

retrieved by cascaded wavelet filtering performed at the sec-

ond layer. Translation invarinace is introduced in these fea-

tures by applying the L2 non-linearity with averaing as ex-

plained above for the first layer [20].
The scattering coefficients at L0, L1, and L2 are:

S =
(

x ⋆ φ2J , S1[λm=1], S2[λm=1, λm=2] ⋆ φ2J

)

(4)

The rotation and scale invariance are next obtained by

filtering jointly across the position (u), rotation (θ) and

scale(j) variables as detailed in [18].

The features extracted from each resolution at L0, L1,

and L2 are concatenated and given as input to the pruned

Part Affinity Fields (PAFs) network, to learn high-level fea-

tures for human pose estimation. The ScatterNet features

help the proposed SH-PAF network to converge faster as

the convolutional layers of the PAF network can learn more

complex patterns from the start of learning as it is not nec-

essary to wait for the first layer to learn invariant edges as

the ScatterNet already extracts them.

Pose Estimation with Structural Priors (back-end): The

invariant ScatterNet features are used by the pruned Parts

Affinity Fields (PAFs) network [2] (initial layers replaced

with ScatterNet) to learn pose estimation using the intro-

duced ASIIR Dataset. The ASIIR dataset contains aerial

images with 18 annotated key-points with 36 coordinates

(section 2) on the human body which are used by the net-

work to learn the human poses.

The pruned PAF network is composed of a feedforward

network which is divided into two branches which simulta-

neously predicts a set of confidence maps S of body part lo-

cations and a set of vector fields L of part affinities for each

limb which preserves both the position and orientation in-

formation of the limb. The predictions of each of the branch

are iteratively refined over successive stages [27]. Finally,

the confidence maps and part affinity fields are parsed by

greedy inference to output the body keypoints for all people

in the image.

Structural Priors: In order to accelerate the training,



Figure 4. Human Detection at different Scales: Pose estimation is performed for humans which appear at different scales by dividing the

4K resolution frames recorded by the UAV into 72 regions as shown. Selected regions are shown. The reasoning for this processing is

detailed in section 3.1.

each convolutional layer of the joints identification network

of the SHDL network is initialized with structural priors.

The structural priors are obtained for each layer using the

PCANet [3] framework. The structural priors for the first

layer of the pruned PAF network are learned on the Scat-

terNet features, the structural priors for the following layers

are learned on the previous layers outputs and so on. This is

applied to both of the branches present in the network. The

structural priors for the pruned PAF networks layers learn

filters that respond to a hierarchy of features which is sim-

ilar to the features learned by CNNs. These learned struc-

tural priors are used to initialize each of the convolutional

layer resulting in accelerated training. Since the determina-

tion of structural prioris is fast, the training process is much

faster than that of CNNs with random weight initializations.

However, the PCA framework may learn undesired checker-

board filters. In order to detect the checkerboard filters from

the learned filter sets, we use the method defined in [6] and

are then avoided as filter priors.
Human Pose Estimation at different Scales: Pose esti-

mation is performed for humans which appear at different

scales by dividing the 4K resolution frames recorded by the

UAV into 72 regions as shown in Fig. 4. The resultant sub-

regions correspond to the scale and resolution of the patches

which were used to train the pose estimation model. This

allows the model to estimate the pose of humans at various

scales.

3.2. Suspicious Individual Classification using
Bayesian 3D-ResNext

A 3D ResNext [5] is trained on 16 subsequent frames to

recognize the individuals with suspicious as shown in Fig.

5. In the proposed system, we use Monte Carlo dropout at

prediction time to measure the 3D ResNext model’s uncer-

tainty. We make 50 predictions at test time with dropout

enabled. The variance of these predictions can be used to

measure how certain the model is about the prediction.

3.3. Drone Image Acquisition and Cloud Processing

The images in ASIIR dataset are collected using a Par-

rot AR Drone 2.0. It has two inbuilt cameras, an Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU), an ultrasound, a pressure-based

altitude sensor and 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A8 CPU.Its front-

facing camera has the resolution of 3840x1920 and capture

at the rate of 30fps with a diagonal field of view of 92◦

and is used for taking images. Its down facing camera has

lower resolution (320x240) and capture rate of 60 fps speed

with a diagonal field of view of 64 ◦ and is used to estimate

roll, pitch, yaw, and altitude for the drone. All the sensor

measurements are updated at the 200Hz rate. To achieve

real-time identification and re-identification of violent indi-

viduals, the images captured from drones are transferred to

Amazon cloud, and the memory intensive and slow compu-

tations of SHDL network are processed on it.

3.4. Violent Individual Re-identification

The suspicious person is re-identified for subsequent

frames using Deep ScatterNet features [20] as shown in Fig.

6. The feature vector is extracted from 5x5 patches around

the 18 key points. The suspicious person is considered to be

re-identified as one of the people in the frame if the cosine

the similarity is maximum, or distance is minimum between

the feature vector for the suspicious person in the initial and

subsequent frames.



Figure 5. Suspicious Pose Identification: The figure shows the

fashion in which the body keypoints are connected to form a skele-

ton corresponding to the suspicious action being performed in the

small image above. Bayesian 3D-ResNext uses 16 frames to learn

representations on the angles of this structure to identify suspi-

cious poses. The model also produces uncertainty along with the

predictions which is critical for this application.

4. Experimental Results

This section presents the results of the experiments per-

formed on the introduced dataset, ASIIR dataset using the

ASANA System for the identification and re-identification

of suspicious individuals. The ASANA systems comprised

of BSH network for the pose estimation of the humans. The

detected joints are used to form human skeletons which are

used by the 3D ResNext over a number of frames to identify

suspicious individuals. The features of the BSH networks

are also used to perform person re-identification. Further

coming sections detail the performance of each subpart of

the proposed framework. The performance of each part of

the proposed system is presented and compared with the

state-of-the-art.

4.1. SH-PAF Parameters and Training

The SH-PAF network is composed of the scatternet fol-

lowed by the pruned PAF network.

ScatterNet: The scatternet extracts invariant low-level fea-

tures using DTCWT filters at 2 scales, and 6 fixed orienta-

tions at layers L0, L1, and L2.

PAF Network with Structural Priors: The back end of BSH

network is a PAF which is trained on the features obtained

from the front end of SHDL network (scatternet). The scat-

ternet features are extracted from the 108570 humans. Out

of 108570 humans, 60% of extracted concatenated features

used as training set and 20% for testing and 20% for the

PAF network. The splitting of the dataset of extracted fea-

tures is completely random. The network parameters are as

Figure 6. Re-identification: The figure shows a person at different

time steps. Initially, the person is in a suspicious pose while in

the subsequent frame the person is in normal pose. The system

re-identifies him using the features extracted using the deep Scat-

terNet around the keypoints and Cosine Similarity, when a person

is detected again.

follows: The base learning rate is 10−5, which we decrease

to 10−6 after 15 iterations, the dropout is 0.5, the batch size

is 32, and the total number of iterations (epochs) is 140. To

accelerate the training, the convolutional layers are initial-

ized with structural priors.

4.2. Key-Point Detection Performance

In this section, we analyze the performance of key point

detection by the proposed BSH network. The coordinates

of the detected 18 key-points and the corresponding ground

truth values in the annotated dataset are compared to ana-

lyze the performance of the module. The performance of

the proposed framework is presented in the form of graphs

that plot accuracy vs. the distance from the ground truth

pixels (with a key-point considered to be correctly located

if it is within a set distance of d pixels from the marked key-

point center in the ground truth).

The key-point detection performance for the dataset is plot-

ted for each key-point as shown in Fig 6. We observe

that the accuracy increases as the distance from the ground

truth pixel d, within which we consider that the key-point is

marked correctly, increases.

4.3. Region-wise Key-Point Performance Analysis

This section further presents the analysis of detection

performance of the various key-points present in each of

the regions of the body.
1) Facial Key-Points Detection Performance: The fol-

lowing are two points are constituted by arms region: P1-

on the head, P2- on the neck as shown in Fig. 1. We ob-

serve that the accuracy of keypoint of the neck (P2) is sub-

stantially higher than that of the head. This can be seen in

figure 6, the third graph constitutes the head region, where

it can be seen that the neck keypoint detection has signif-

icantly higher accuracy.For a pixel distance of d = 5, the

neck point has an accuracy of 97% as compare of the head

point with an accuracy of 84%.



Figure 7. The figure shows the keypoint detection performance graphs for each of the 18 keypoints considered. The first graph represents

the arm region, which constitutes of the wrist, shoulder and elbow keypoints; second graph represents the leg region which constitutes of

the ankle, hip and knee keypoints and the third graph represents the head region which constitutes of the ear, eyes, nose and neck keypoints.

2) Arms Region Key-Point Detection Performance: The

following are six points are constituted by arms region: P6-

right shoulder, P7-right elbow, P8-right wrist, P3-left shoul-

der, P4-left elbow and P5-left wrist as shown in Fig. 2. Fig.

7(a) indicates that the SHDL network can detect the wrist

region key-points with an accuracy of around 60%, for a

pixel distance of d = 5. The accuracy of detection of el-

bow and shoulder is comparatively higher, roughly 85% and

95% respectively, for the same pixel distance (d = 5).

3) Legs Region Key-Points Detection Performance: The

following are six points are constituted by legs region: P12-

right hip, P14- right knee, P13-right ankle, P9-left hip, P17-

left knee, P10- left ankle. In the legs region, the accuracy of

keypoint detection of the hip region is higher nearly 100%

for a pixel distance of d = 5. It can be inferred from the

second graph in Fig 6. While detection accuracy for knee

region lies in 85% to 90% and for ankle region, it falls to

around 85%.

4.4. SH-PAF Performance and comparison

The human pose estimation performance of the BSH

network on the ASIIR dataset is presented in Table 1.

We have considered 3 architectures namely CoordinateNet

(CN), CoordinateNet extended(CNE) and SpatialNet. As

observed from the Table for the comparison. The BSH net-

work estimates the human pose based on the 18 key-points

at d = 5 pixel distance from the ground-truth, with 91.6%

accuracy.

The key-point detection accuracy results for the dataset

are 79.6%, 80.1%, 83% and 87.66% for Coordinate Net-

work [16], Coordinate Network Extended [16], Spatial-

Net [17] and proposed SH-PAF network, respectively. The

SH-PAF network outperforms the other networks by a sig-

nificant margin and performs as well as SpatialNet.

Table 1. Comparison of KeyPoint detection accuracies(of vari-

ous architectures namely Coordinate Net (CN) [16], Coordinate

extended (CNE) [16], Spatial net [17] and SH-PAF network on

ASIIR dataset
Dataset other architecture

SHDL CN CNE Spatial Net

ASIIR 87.6 79.6 80.1 83

4.5. Suspicious Individuals Identification

The estimated body jointed are connected together to

form a human skeleton structure as shown in Fig. 3. A set of

16 frames containing these skeleton structures are given as

input to the 3D ResNext which performs the binary (suspi-

cious vs non-suspicious) classification with an accuracy of

88.7% as shown in Table. 2. The proposed method is also

able to outperform the state of the art methods by a decent

margin.

Table 2. Table shows the suspicious activity classification accuracy

(%) compared against the two state-of-the-art method.

Comparison

ASANA Surya et al. [15] Singh et al. [24]

Acc. 84.8 69.2 76.8

The classification accuracy for suspicious activities

recorded at different heights is also shown in Table 3.
As the number of humans increases in the image frame,

the accuracy of the proposed system decreases as often the

humans which are large distances are not detected.

4.6. Suspicious Individual Re-identification

This section presents the violent person Re-identification

performance for rank 1 and 5 on the Aerial Suspicious per-

son dataset using the Deep ScatterNet with cosine similarity



Figure 8. The figure represents three different actions namely- sword fighting, kicking and punching. Images in the first column show

the situation before the actual event (in green), the second column presents the suspicious individuals (engaged in suspicious activities)

detected by the software (in red), the third column presents the suspicious individuals re-identified again by the software.

Table 3. The table presents the classification accuracies(%) with

the increase in height (m) for individuals engaged in suspicious

activities in the ASIIR dataset.

Height (m)

50 100 150 200

ASANA 94.1 90.6 87.3 84.8

and its comparison with other methods, shown in Table. 4.

Table 4. Comparison of ScatterNet and low-level features using

recognition rate (%) at different ranks on the ASIIR dataset

Rank Other techniques

Scat VCues [13]DVR [26] HoG [12]

rank=1 56 32 38 28

rank=5 81 51 62 48

Average

rank

83 57 57 n

4.7. Runtime Performance

The ASANA framework consisted of two parts:: (i) hu-

man pose estimation using the SH-PAF network, and (iii)

classification of the estimated pose as suspicious or non-

suspicious using the Bayesian 3D ResNext. Its runtime

performance is computed on the cloud. The framework

was trained and evaluated using the cuDNN framework and

NVIDIA Tesla GPUs. For an aerial image frame, the sys-

tem detected suspicious individuals at 5 fps per second to

16 fps for a maximum of ten and a minimum of two people

respectively. The processing time varies in accordance with

the number of individuals in the image frame.

5. Conclusion

The paper proposed a real-time Aerial Suspicious Analy-

sis (ASANA) framework that can identify one or more per-

sons engaged in violent activity from aerial images and re-

identify them later when they are in the drones field of view

again in subsequent frames. The framework first uses the

proposed SHDL network consisting of Joints Identification

network to detect humans and estimate their pose. The esti-

mated poses are used by the 3d ResNext to detect any suspi-

cious poses. The proposed SHDL network uses ScatterNet

features with structural priors initialization to achieve ac-

celerated training using relatively fewer labelled examples.

The use of fewer labelled examples is beneficial for this ap-

plication since it is expensive to collect annotated examples.

The paper also introduced the ASIIR dataset which can ben-

efit other researchers aiming to use deep learning methods

for aerial surveillance applications. The proposed frame-

work outperforms the state-of-art techniques on the dataset.

We believe the framework would be instrumental in detect-

ing violent individuals in public areas or large gatherings.
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